Fig. 1. Anonymous, Portrait of a Young Child, 1770–75,
gouache and watercolour on ivory, 4 x 3.5 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

Fig. 2. Anonymous, Elizabeth Sheldon Lyman and Her Two Daughters, Katherine and
Susannah, ca. 1856, daguerreotype, 7.5 x 6.5 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

Fig. 3. Beatrice Montizambert, Portrait of a Young Girl, 1918–1932,
watercolour on ivory, 8.9 x 6.4 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
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Multum en Parvo: Enclosing Memory within Miniature Portraiture
Sarah Riley Mathewson

The viewing of miniature portraits contrasts sharply with the manner in which photographs of
family and friends are experienced today. While social media platforms allow people to instantly
view countless images of loved ones, any person who appreciates printed photographs can attest
to the unique experience of viewing a tangible portrait. The intimacy and immediacy of handling
a physical object depicting a loved one’s face bestow the image with a unique power.
Remembering and commemorating individuals was a central use of miniature portraits, which
reached their apex in eighteenth-century France and Britain.1 Miniature portraiture allowed
people to symbolically keep their loved ones close, and offered a more personal viewing
experience compared to standard-sized portraits. Painted miniatures were revolutionary in that
they allowed images of loved ones to be carried out of the private domestic sphere into the public
world.2 However, they were reserved exclusively for the aristocratic upper class due to the high
cost of production. The advent of photography in the nineteenth century enabled the bourgeoisie
and working classes to also commission miniature images of family members for collection and
veneration.3 Focusing on Portrait of a Young Child (1770–75) (fig. 1) by an unknown artist,
Elizabeth Sheldon Lyman and Her Two Daughters Katherine and Susannah (1856) (fig. 2) by an
unknown photographer and Portrait of a Young Girl (1918–1932) (fig. 3) by Beatrice
Montizambert (1897–1946), this essay will explore how the materiality, portability and formal
qualities of miniature portraiture made it a valuable personal object that not only served the
purposes of devotion and preservation, but also functioned as a vessel for memory and identity.
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The popularity of miniatures in Europe coincided with the rise of the companionate marriage
after the 1760s. This type of relationship is characterized by stronger familial bonds as opposed
to strict adherence to the patriarch.4 It has been suggested that this shift towards romance and
sentiment was brought about by the exchange and veneration of miniature likenesses;5 however,
it is more likely that they reinforced this shift rather than serving as its catalyst. Pointon
describes how miniatures, in their display of an individual who becomes linked to the viewer
through physical touch, could have helped “permit the realization of self within the familial and
social structures” of the upper class in the eighteenth century.6 Notably, the wearing of portrait
jewellery was gender-coded: while it was appropriate for women to display these jewellery
objects, it was feminizing for men to do so, although they could carry pocket-sized memento
objects or pendant portraits so long as they were concealed by clothing.7

The phrase multum en parvo is defined as the inclusion of a great deal within a small space;8
such is achieved by miniature portraits, which, despite their diminutive size, may unleash in the
viewer’s mind a multitude of memories of the person portrayed. Marcia Pointon identifies the
transportable quality of miniature portraits as a key aspect of their value. After all, the
importance of keepsakes lies in their ability to be transported and kept with their owner as a
mnemonic device when the reminder or comfort of a loved one is needed.9 However, according
to Emile Durkheim, these objects functioned not only as inducers of memory, but also as the
“sacred contagion”10 of the subject. In other words, the portrait object possessed the power to
inspire reverence and devotion to the depicted subject.

Portrait of a Young Child depicts a young, upper-class girl styled in popular eighteenth-century
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French dress, demonstrating that children’s clothing of the period was modelled after adult
fashions. Mounted on a pendant, the portrait is painted in watercolour and gouache on ivory—a
highly difficult material to paint on due to its oily nature,11 but a support congruous with the
material quality and refinement expected of these jewellery works. The subject is painted in the
rococo tradition, which emphasizes airiness and light and often contains romantic and playful
subject matter.

Fig. 1. Anonymous, Portrait of a Young Child, 1770–75, gouache and watercolour on ivory, 4 x
3.5 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
Within the upper class, wall-mounted portraits had long served the social functions of collective
viewing and the documentation of family members and possessions. The method of carrying
around or displaying images of loved ones in the form of miniature jewellery portraits took on a
different function: they kept memories physically close and, in a sense, the portrait subjects
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became extensions of the wearers' bodies.12 The function and significance of the portrait could
duly change over the course of the sitter’s life, from affection to mourning.13 Despite the pleasant
smile and peaceful gaze of the child, this work may have served a sombre purpose, as portrait
jewellery frequently took on a reliquary function with the death of a loved one and was used as a
symbol of the wearer's mourning.14

Photography enabled the democratic practice of portraiture and documentation of family life in
the nineteenth century.15 The middle class gained access to photography because it was an
affordable means of commissioning portraits. People could suddenly preserve their image for
other family members or commemorate milestone events such as births, engagements, marriages
and deaths. In doing so, the obsession with photographic documentation as evidence of self and
individuality was born. Gabrielle Dean discusses how this obsession with self is rooted in the
desire for preservation after death. Representations of life events are therefore made only with
the initial mindfulness of death.16

The daguerrotype Elizabeth Sheldon Lyman and Her Two Daughters, Katherine and Susannah is
an example of early family photography. Miniature photographic portraits, in the tradition of
their painted predecessors, were endowed with a particular material quality owing to the way
they were held and viewed. The size of this photograph is slightly too large for it to have been
part of a locket or photo-jewellery object. It is small enough to fit into a pocket, yet the highly
light-sensitive nature of the daguerreotype would have prohibited its removal from the home.
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Fig. 2. Anonymous, Elizabeth Sheldon Lyman and Her Two Daughters, Katherine and
Susannah, ca. 1856, daguerreotype, 7.5 x 6.5 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
The handheld viewing and precious care required of the photograph would have encouraged the
viewer to regard the depicted subjects with similar reverence and protectiveness, resulting in a
special experience for the family member viewing it. This image depicts an upper-middle-class
Canadian family posed without the patriarch, who was alive at the time of its creation. Susannah,
the eldest daughter, stands out with her mischievous smile and missing shoe—an off-kilter pose
that likely would not have been captured in a formally painted family portrait. Her image reflects
the novel ability of photography to create an indexical representation of a figure's personality,
rather than a likeness and impression of character mediated through a painter's hand.

Montizambert's Portrait of a Young Girl is evidence of the continuation of the practice of painted
ivory miniatures in early-twentieth-century Montreal. The subject of this portrait is an older girl
with blonde ringlets, wearing what appears to be black mourning clothing and looking forlorn.
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Fig. 3. Beatrice Montizambert, Portrait of a Young Girl, 1918–1932, watercolour on ivory, 8.9 x
6.4 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
Based on her attire and demeanour, this could be a post-mortem image of a deceased child
intended for the subject's family. The viewing of this portrait would have been made that much
more poignant by the physical sensation of cradling the small object in one’s hands. However,
the uncertain provenance of this image makes it difficult to state definitively whether it is simply
a study within the miniature ivory format or if it is indeed a mourning piece.

There is no question that photography would have been the most economical option for
commissioned portraiture during the period when Portrait of a Young Girl was produced. The
continued practice of miniature ivory portraiture serves as a testament to its endurance within
artist communities. If Montizambert's work was not created for the family of the girl it depicts,
then it raises the question of whether this object fits within the tradition of miniatures designed
for family members. If the work was created by Montizambert with the intention of its
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dissemination and exhibition in the watercolour clubs and art associations she participated in,
then it may be indicative of a cultural nostalgia for the products of the past—and nostalgia is an
agent of memory.

This essay has examined the progression of miniature portraiture from its exchange within
aristocratic spheres in the eighteenth century to its photographic democratization in the
nineteenth century and modern endurance as revivalist practice in the twentieth century.
Although the popularity of miniature portraiture has since been overshadowed by digital images,
the portraits discussed in this essay attest to the tremendous power of such portraits as objects of
devotion and preservation, repositories of memory and markers of identity.
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